In situation (1) both cases yield explicit integrals for the solutions. The power spectra show well-defined peaks in case (1) but an apparently continuous spectrum in case (2), and the Liapunov exponents are zero. In situation (2), both cases may be described by time-ordered exponential solutions which cannot be rendered in any simpler form. In case (1), the power spectrum still shows well-defined peaks and the Liapunov exponent vanishes. In case (2) the power spectrum appears continuous, a correlation shows rapid decay, but the Liapunov exponent is zero. In situation (3), case (1) exhibits chaos, i.e. , a positive Liapunov exponent, for appropriate initial conditions. Case (2), on the other hand, is the same as in situation (2). Greater detail for each situation appears below.
Situation (1) ( -8, -13) , (26, 42) , ( -16, -26) , ( -3, -5) , ( -24, -39) , (10,16), ( -11, -18) , (2,3), ( -19, -31) , (15, 24) , ( -6, -10), (7,11), ( -14, -23) , (20, 32) Fig.   3 (a). We have enlarged the initial portion of this spectrum in Fig. 3 The Bloch-Maxwell system appears to be the minimal system in which each of these distinctions may be demonstrated.
